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Introduction 

• Our research in this area 

 

• Our methods for characterising 
and working with ES around 
woodlands within SERG/LUES  

 

• The questions set that we will be 
commenting on are: 
• What ecosystem services do current 

farm woodland activities deliver? 

• How does this relate to land 
manager decision making 

• What does this tell us wrt policy and 
other decision makers? 

 



Policy context 

• UK 
• Read Report 

• Low Carbon Transition Plan 

 

• Forestry Commission England and DEFRA 
• Key issue how to increase tree planting activity 

with reducing levels of support 

• Developing tools such as “Uplift Calculator” 

• Some reference to NEA 

 

• Forestry Commission Scotland 
• Climate change, public benefits from Scottish 

land, managing ES 

• Targets for increased forest cover  

• National Planning Framework and integrated 
land use – ES approaches  

 

• FCW/SEB 
• New way of working ES focused – Living Wales 

• Pilots looking at operationalising ES approach 

• Maintaining and increasing tree cover 

• Strong emphasis on distribution of woodland and 
ES provision for major centres of population and 
important ‘target areas’ - Glastir 

 

 

 



Why is tree planting an issue? 

• Why planting an issue - trends 



Research overview 

• Research about: 
• Tree planting and support mechanisms  

• Woodland owner and managers decision making 

• Landscape level partnerships between owners and managers 

 

• Including: 
• 2010-12. Evaluation of grant schemes and programmes, 

    e.g. BWW, WIAT, Glastir 

• 2010.      Landowner attitudes to woodland creation and  

                    management 

• 2008-11. Private landowners and farmers engagement with  

                    woodfuel production 

• 2011.      Sustainable behaviours landowners and managers in the         

                    forestry sector  

• 2008-12. Community Forestry and woodlands impacts 

• 2010-12. Landscape partnerships 

• 2011-12. LUES/SERG review of ES wrt TWF 

• 2009-12. ES mapping and spatial analysis work using 10  

                    years of empirical data across variety of research  

                    projects 

 



ES framework 

• Review work by SERG/LUES and 

specific part played by TWF 

 

• Headlines 

• Complexity 

• ES provided by different woodland types 

and silvicultural regimes not understood 

or mapped 

• ES provided by woodland WITHIN a 

landscape – most pertinent for on-farm 

TWF - even less well understood 

• Temporal scenarios and trends? 

• Measures? Public goods present 

particular problems 



NEA framework and woodlands  

• NEA woods framework 



Cultural Services (1) 

Service (NEA) 

 Environmental  

setting 

Nature / 

landscape 

connections 

Health 

Education & 

learning 

Physical activity & movement 

e.g. walking, cycling, jogging 
Physical well-being  

Goods / Benefits (NEA / SERG) Interactions with TWF 

Categories Types 

Mental restoration  

Escape & freedom  

Recreation, enjoyment 

& fun  

Sensory stimulation 

(incl. aesthetics)  

Nature connectedness  

Landscape improvements  

Screening / shelter  

Gathering  

Sense of place 

Personal development  

Education, learning  

Rec. and leisure activities that 

improve mood & reduce tension 

Getting away from sources of 

anxiety / stress 

Range of rec. and leisure activities 

Sensory experiences (sight, 

hearing, smell, taste, & touch)  

Connect, respect, care 4 nature 

Join / maintain membership 

Imagination & contemplation 

Remote appreciation (e.g. TV) 

Watch & appreciate wildlife  

Landscape quality improvements 

(e.g. brownfield regen.)  

NTFPs  

Connecting with place (special 

& routine activities)  

Other people / traffic noise 

Training, building confidence, 

experience, apprenticeships 

Formal / informal E&L activities 

Cultural services and woodlands  - 1 



Service (NEA) Goods / Benefits (NEA / SERG) Interactions with TWF 

Categories Types 

 Environmental  

setting Symbolic /  

Cultural / 

Historic / 

Religious  

significance 

Social 

development 

Economic 

Spending time with family / friends / 

sharing leisure activities 

Strengthening 

social relationships  

Creating new social 

relationships  

Participation & capacity 

building  

Symbolic / Cultural / 

Historic  

Sense of ownership  

Meaning & identity  

Religious, spiritual,  

artistic inspiration  

Livelihoods  

Contribution to local 

economy  

Making friends, meeting people, 

community activities, participation in 

management / decision-making 

Involvement in management, 

decision-making, volunteering, 

community activities 

Experiencing & interpreting s/c/h 

significance of TWF (direct & 

indirect access) 

Experiencing TWF as symbols of 

local / regional / national / group / 

individual identities 

Creative, interpretative, imaginative, 

contemplative, observational, 

spiritual activities  

Access, gathering, community 

activities, volunteering, ‘territorial’ 

activities (e.g. dirt jumping) 

Livelihood / economic activities 

(e.g. tourism / recreation business, 

 gathering NTFPs) 

Cultural services and woodlands - 2  



What ES do we know ‘owners’ deliver? 

• Carter et al (2009) shows public 
benefits greater from public 
versus private woodland – cultural 
ES in particular 

 

• Trees and woodland on farms  

• Conscious or sub-conscious 
delivery? 

• Farmers as food producers or 
countryside stewards?  

• Profit maximisers to utility 
maximisers?  

• Tension to convert rather than 
preserve or plant woodlands 

• Government intervention to 
promote provision of public goods 
– links ES and woodlands very 
strongly 

 

 

 

 



Dimensions of decision making 

Economic 

Social Physical - 

environmental 

Operational 



How do ES produced relate to decision making? 

• Conscious consideration 
of range of ES’s evident 

• Decisions not made 
outwith social institutions 
– rules may limit ES 
provision 

• Decisions not made alone 

• Different mix of priorities 
depending on ‘segment’ 

• Energy increasingly 
important as good or 
service 

• Softer ‘ES’ as important 
as others 

• Measuring output? 

“I’m digging up my land so you’ve got to 
have something, you need to cover your 
costs because I wouldn’t do if it was coming 
it out of my own pocket because the cost is 
too high.  It’s about planting and giving up 
my land, to get all those benefits from 
mother nature.”   

“It’s changed the landscape, your farming 
routine is a bit different and you’re 
appreciating the wildlife which has come 
along with the, as the trees mature, the 
diversity of the birds and things, which 
previously weren’t present, yeah” 

‘Most farmers when they were just 
fallowing their land or setting -aside would 
top it once a year just because they can't 
handle the look of it. But we weren't fussed 
by that and we'd rather not have spent the 
money on the diesel! If you just leave that 
unchecked then you have a tremendous 
boom of vegetation growth and interest ... 
the single payment rules said you had to cut 
your scrub after 5 years, but after 3 or 4 
years we thought, “oh my god there's 
butterflies everywhere, birds everywhere!”.’ 



‘We have a long term goal, a 10 year 
goal to make the property self-
sustaining in energy, water and food. 
Biomass will be one of the 
technologies we use for heating and 
possibly power production, so we 
will be looking to develop biomass 
production [from the land].’ 

“So what I’m hoping it will do as a 
side, as an aside, it will actually 
obviously uptake water which will 
reduce the amount of, yeah, it will 
drain the land.  Well, not drain it, but 
it will uptake the water off the land 
better”  

“I think when we planted it [the 
wood] we thought that would reduce 
our carbon, because obviously it’s 
taking in carbon, we’d reduce our 
carbon”  



Interventions and decision making 

BWW grant  

• 71% business occupiers (10% farmers) 

said grant critical to decision making, 

motivated by business objectives 

• Improving the tree crop 

• Reducing extraction costs 

• Securing future income stream 

 

• 77% of personal occupiers (50% 

farmers) did not see grant as critical 

and were motivated by personal values 

to: 

• Restore habitat diversity  

• Increase woodland cover in their local 

landscape 

• Preserve or improve cultural heritage.  

 



BWW delivery impacts 

 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

 maintain jobs

 create new jobs

 improve income from other products

 improve income from timber

 improve woodland grazing

 exclude livestock

 improve public access

 increase biodiversity

 improve woodland quality

 increased woodland area

 reduced flood risk

 better water management

 improved soil management

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither

Agree

Strongly agree



ES delivered by BWW recipients 



Gaps and ways forward 

• Is ES understanding being taken 
up? 

 

• Is ES provision an innovation or fit 
with what managers already do? 

 

• Policy and others 
• Political as well as technical 

constraints to embedding an 
ecosystem approach into 
landscape governance 

• Measuring and Mapping  
• Criteria 

• Scales 

• Weighting 

• Prioritisation 

• Flows and impacts 

 

• What is our research agenda in 
this area going forward? 
• Segmentation and networks 

• Mapping and policy prioritisation 

• Interventions and impacts 

 

 

 



 

http://www.forestry.gov.uk/fr/peopleandtrees 


